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The magnetic, microwave, and the atomic structure properties of 共Fe0.7Co0.3兲1−xBx sputtered films on
glass substrates were investigated. The addition of boron induced a decrease in coercivity and
ferromagnetic resonance linewidth. The amorphous structure was formed at x ⬃ 0.075. Extended
x-ray absorption fine structure 共EXAFS兲 of Fe and Co showed the reduced Fourier transform 共FT兲
amplitude, and increased Debye-Waller factors as x was increased, indicating the increased disorder
due to the thermal and structural displacements. Possible Fe–B bonding was observed with a
reduced bond length, which indicates boron atoms’ preference for staying in the interstitial sites in
bcc unit cell. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2838226兴
INTRODUCTION

Soft magnetic materials are used in a large variety of
electromagnetic devices such as sensors, magnetic recording
heads, and integrated inductors, etc. The strong demand of
extending the operation frequency range of these devices
into the GHz region forces soft magnetic materials to improve their high frequency characteristics.1,2 FeCo and FeCoN thin films with Co content in the range of 30–40 at. %
have been widely used because of high saturation
magnetization.3–10 However, because of the large saturation
magnetorestriction constant in the range of 共40⬃65兲 ⫻ 10−6,
and a relatively high anisotropy constant K1 of ⬃10 kJ/m3 of
FeCo and FeCoN alloys, it is difficult to achieve good softness in these films unless we go to high concentration of
Nitrogen which is not suitable.7 From this point of view,
FeCoB films have attracted extensive attention in recent
years because of high saturation magnetization, low coercivity, high anisotropy field, high electric resistivity and high
ferromagnetic resonance frequencies which are desired for
RF/microwave applications, and also because we can have
amorphous films, which eliminate the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy.11–18
Here, we investigated the impact of boron addition upon
the magnetic, microwave, and structural properties of FeCo
alloys. Extended x-ray absorption fine structure 共EXAFS兲
analysis was employed to measure the local atomic properties Fe and Co atoms in these alloy films.
EXPERIMENT

A series of boron-doped FeCo films 关i.e.,
共Fe70Co30兲1−xBx兴 were sputter deposited onto glass substrates. Target boron content 共x兲 was varied from 0%–15%.
The pressure was maintained at 3 mTorr during the sputter
a兲
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deposition. The thickness of the films was maintained to less
than 50 nm to reduce the self-absorption effects during the
EXAFS data collection. Cu K␣  − 2 x-ray diffraction
共XRD兲 studies were employed to determine and analyze the
long range structure while EXAFS measurements were used
to study the short range chemical and structural order. The
EXAFS Fe and Co K edge data were collected using the
beamline X23B at the National Synchrotron Light Source.
The experiments were performed at the room temperature
with a fluorescence detector of the Lytle design.19 The data
were refined and fitted to the theoretical standards generated
by the FEFF codes20 of Rehr and Albers using the software
suite of ATHENA and ARTEMIS21 developed by Ravel and
Newville. The soft dc magnetic properties were measured
using a vibrating sample magnetometer while the microwave
magnetic properties measured using ferromagnetic resonance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-ray diffraction measurements for the FeCoB samples
with x ranges from 0 to 0.09 are shown in Fig. 1共b兲 and
reveal only the body centered cubic phase of the FeCo metal.
The lack of evidence for crystalline boride phases suggests
that the B atoms occupy interstitial sites or that the boride
phase present are below the detection limit of the XRD. In
Fig. 1共a兲, the highest intensity 共110兲 FeCo x-ray diffraction
peak position is plotted as a function of B content. The 共110兲
peak position was observed to increase. It is interpreted the d
spacing was slowly decreasing as we increased the x from 0
to 0.05. After x ⬎ 0.05, the FeCo 共110兲 peak 2 position increased sharply, as the 共110兲 peak widened and amplitude
decreased. It indicated that the FeCo films had reduced grain
size and may undergo a phase transition from crystalline to
amorphous. The XRD measurements revealed a contraction
of the lattice with increasing B content. Although such a
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FIG. 1. 共a兲  − 2 x-ray diffraction FeCo 共110兲 peak position and the coercivity field 共measured along easy and hard axes兲 of the 共Fe70Co30兲1−xBx films
were plotted as a function of boron content x. 共b兲 X-ray diffraction patterns
and 共c兲 hysterysis loop along easy axis of the 共Fe70Co30兲1−xBx films.

trend is counterintuitive, such a contraction has been reported for amorphous alloys marking the transition to a close
packed arrangement of atoms.22
Consequently, the coercivity was measured to decrease
proportional to the increasing B content. The coercivity field
was also plotted in Fig. 1共a兲 as a function of x. We measured
the hysteresis loop both along the easy and hard axes. The
hysteresis loops of those samples with x ranges from 0 to
0.15 along easy axis are shown in Fig. 1共c兲. The corresponding coercivity values were both plotted showing the same
decreasing trend while the coercivity of easy axis hysteresis
loop is comparatively larger than the hard axis value. Then
phase transition point was around x = 6%, which is consistent
with the XRD result.
In the ferromagnetic resonance 共FMR兲 measurement, the
linewidth was found to decrease from 485 to 29 Oe while
the boron content 共x兲 was increased from 0% to 7.5%. This
relationship is shown in Fig. 2. The FMR linewidth is the
critical factor determining the microwave loss in microwave

FIG. 2. FMR linewidth and Debye-Waller coefficient as a function of x in
the 共Fe70Co30兲1−xBx films.
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FIG. 3. Fourier transformed Fe and Co K edge EXAFS of the
共Fe70Co30兲1−xBx films, with different values of x. The solid line represents
the Fe K edge data, while the dotted line represents the Co K edge data.

devices. It was obvious from our study that the addition of
the boron improves the microwave performance. Also plotted in Fig. 2 is the Debye-Waller coefficient for the first
transition metal-transition metal bond determined by our best
fit EXAFS model.
EXAFS studies were carried out to better understand the
role of boron upon the atomic structure. Following established EXAFS analysis procedures,23 the extended fine structure data were refined and isolated. It was then converted to
photoelectron wave-vector 共k兲 space then Fourier transformed 共FT兲 for the spectral isolation in radial coordinates.
The radial positions of the FT peaks represent the distance
between the absorbing atom and its near neighbors plus a
photoelectron phase shift. The amplitude of the peaks usually
indicates the coordination of atoms at those radial distances
and their dynamic 共thermal兲 and static atomic disorder. However, in some instances, amplitude from multiple scattering
paths also contribute. The FT for both Fe and Co K edge
EXAFS data are shown superimposed in Fig. 3. The EXAFS
data were refined using a k3 weighting. Two major peaks
appear near r = 2.2 and 4.4 Å can be observed in both plots.
These peaks represent the unique bonds of the FeCo bcc
structure. The FT amplitude of the two peaks was reduced
relative to both Fe and Co near neighbors due to the reduction in the chemical order and the introduction of static structural disorder by the presence of the B atom. It is noted that
when the boron addition was increased to x = 0.075, both FT
amplitude reduced substantially, with the second peak at
around r = 4.4 Å vanishing. This indicates that the crystalline
ordering has transformed to a largely amorphous phase.
Next, we compare the FT data of Fe and Co to extract the
local structural information around each atom. The FT EXAFS data for Fe and Co K edges are nearly identical. This
suggests that the Fe and Co atoms have common atomic
distributions and atomic disorder properties. Since these data
have been analyzed using identical refinement procedures,
the FT peak amplitudes can be directly compared. As B increases from x = 0 to 0.06, we measure only small changes in
FT amplitude of the order less than 10% with peak amplitude
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FEFF standards. The Debye-Waller factor is one of the parameters that can be determined from the EXAFS best fits.
This parameter, 2, represents the structural disorder based
upon thermal vibrations and static displacements. We have
plotted these data in Fig. 2 as a function of x. It clearly
increases with increased boron content. In this same figure,
we plot the ferromagnetic resonance linewidths. Although
there is clearly an inverse relationship between the atomic
disorder and both the coercivity and FMR linewidth, it is not
monotonic. It is interesting to note that the act of introducing
atomic disorder correlates to reduced dc and rf losses. Since
this disorder is on the atomic level and much smaller than the
exchange volume in this system, these defects do not act to
effective pin domain walls. As a result, the materials remain
magnetically soft.
FIG. 4. Fourier transformed EXAFS data for the sample
共Fe70Co30兲0.925B0.075. The insets are the x-ray absorption near edge structure
共XANES兲 for Fe and Co K edges. The XANES for Fe70Co30 was also plotted
as a comparison.

reducing as B content increases. However, for x = 7.5%, we
measure a large reduction of 74% in the FT near neighbor
共NN兲 peak amplitude. The results were included in the Fig.
3. This dramatic transition signals a large increase of the
static atomic disorder term corresponding with the evolution
of the amorphous structure. It also signals that this evolution
is abrupt and does not evolve gradually with B content.
The Fe and Co FT EXAFS and the x-ray absorption near
edge structure 共XANES兲 for the sample 共Fe70Co30兲0.925B0.075
are plotted in figure 4. In this figure, we observe that the first
major FT peak shifts from r = 2.2 to 1.9 Å for Co, and to 2 Å
for Fe. This shift has been reported for other amorphous
transition metal systems as a consequence of the amorphous
structure. It is also noted that an additional Fourier feature
appears near r = 1.5 Å in the Co FT, and as a pronounced
shoulder in the Fe FT figures. We speculate that these features are due to the presence of B residing at the interstitial
sites in close proximity to the Fe and Co atoms. Although the
feature near the Co atom may be the result of a truncation
ripple and residual to the Fourier transformation, the pronounced shoulder on the low-r side of the NN peak in the FT
Fe EXAFS is more likely the result of a Fe–B pair correlation. In comparing the Fe to Co FT NN amplitudes, one sees
that the Fe has a reduced amplitude due to a greater degree of
atomic disorder. This strongly suggests that B resides preferentially near the Fe atom. This affinity is unsurprising due to
the stability and strong bonds that form in Fe boride phases.
The Fe and Co XANES data presented as an inset to Fig. 4
show very little change between Fe and Co for the x
= 0.075 sample. The changes between the x = 0 and x
= 0.075 are attributable to the disruption of long range order
in the x = 0.075 sample.
The EXAFS data are capable of providing quantitative
information when the FT EXAFS data are fit with theoretical
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